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The papers i~e have hc:~rdcontribute very useful data
to help us describe the explosive :;en.=itivity
to shock.
Perhap~ the expcrimenta?.studies of Tito-#v;illbe extended
to furnish us Pop plot data for TNT at different initial
temperatures irladdjtion to the gap data. Pop nlot data
(distance of run as a function of plane wave initiation
pressure) is the most useful.type of data for shock initiation
studies as it is essential for enginecrinq or modelin~ studies.
The embedded JIanganingauge rneasuremcntsof “Jackerle
exhibit curious maxima in the pressure histories which,
if real for PETN or 940~+, are poorly understood, Je need
to know more about this experimental technique under these
conditions.
The mechanism of shock initiation of heterogen~ous
cxpiosivas is one of debate as evidenced by }1OWC’Sassumption
assumption
of grain burnin: with heat conduction, ‘:/ackerlels
of the plastic work moclel,and boyTitov and Nunziato’s
hydrodyn-,,lic
flow modelinlq,
How important are tran~;]ortmechanism such as heat
conduction, viscosity, elastic-plastic flow compared to the
hydrodynamic flow? Are there presvure ranges where one transporl
mcchnnism may dominate and others where :-tis not importnnt?
Can the mechanism of adiabatic compression of the air in
holev be important?
When heat conduction has been included into hydrodynamic
calculatiortcof hot spot propn~ationl or hot spot formation
and propagation2D it h,nsbeen found to be nr~~jigible. The
encr~y transfer accomplished
by shocks and rnrcfactions is
several orders of ma~nitudc faster than cncr~y ‘transfer
acconipli:lhud
by heat conduction. 11’shock:sare ~rcnent
and ihc tj.mc:;caleof i;ltc’rest
is of the order of’micrnscco]”idc,
then hcnt con:iuctionis not an important rnt~rqytran~~fcr
mcchaniwn. A nrain burniilnIMP1
NFJ!.II:; hwt
conduction for
.i,rl
tll~’rc!forl~
o“~li.tt.lc
intcrc:;t
itc rrlcr~ytr:ln::fcr
lfi(:chilni.:Wl
for dr:”:c~’ibin;~
chock initi:ltionphrnommun.
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!l’he
adiabatic compression
of gas bubbles to hl,gh
temperatures and the transfer (Jf the hcnt to the cxylonive
by.hea: conduction has been investigated both expcrimen!ally
and theoretically as a me~hanism of explosive shoc:kinitiation.
‘Iheclassical experimental studies of Scely and Sca?
showed that chan~ing the gas in the voids of PiZT.N
from onc
Rive an
that WOUld give io~ temperatures to one that ‘.~oull~
order of magnitude h~gher temperatures had no effect on the
shock initiation properties. Several other experimental
studies have confirmed this observation. Si;lcethe last
Detonation Symposium the Joint Services Nxplosive Program
sponsored some useful studies of this problem. Experimental
4
studies of Craig of the shock compression of various layers
of gases in contact with explosives shcJwcdthat the nature
modeling5 of
of the gas did not matter. !)ctailedpwnmical
the experimmt sho’:ied
that plane sui-faceheat conduction
across the compressed gas-explosive interface could not
give a hi:h cnouflhtemperature
for a suf’ficirnt
anount
of
time to result in any significant amount of c;:plusi~’e
. decomposition for systems experimentally obsnrved to decompose.
The gap initiation problem is still unsolved and apparently
some other source of initiation enerqy is required such as
shock interactions with surface irre~ularities or with internal
voids is required to explain the experimental observations.
It Is surprising that the mechanism of initiation that is
probably important in the accidental premature initiation of
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material properties
to reuuit in sufficient heating to be of interest in
explosive initiation.
sta~~ of our underHowever at this
standing of very low pressure shock initiation mechanisms
it is unwise to ignore the possibility that viscous and
eiastic-plastic heatinC may be important for some applications.
For higher pressure ( 10 kbar) shock initiation of
heterogeneous
explosives we have found the heating from
shock interactions at density
discontinuities to be more
than sufficient to result in initiation. The “Hydrodynamic
Hot Spot” concept includes all the effects that can occur
when shocks interact with discontinuities or with each other
such as jetting~ void collapse, shock separation and collision,
math and regular shock reflection and anything else one might
observein a reactive fluid dynamical’numerical simulation of
the flow. Th~ development of,this concept may be followed by
stud%~y the papers in previous Detonation Symposiums. Perhaps
the most convincin~ experimental and thmrc”~ical demonstration
of the hydrodynamic flow meehanism was the observed a~reemcnt
between the computed8 and experimental induction times9
resulting from the shock interactions formed in nitromethane
by corners of Pleyiglesr gold and aluminum.
An important
2
consequence e of tliehydrodynamic hot spot model is that the
hot spot continues to decompose after the initial shock wave
passage thus reproducing the experimentally observed decomposition
behind the shock wavo such as Dremin burn in addition to the
shock front build-up.
The major mechardsm of hot spot formation and energy transpcrt
in thn shock initiation of hcteroCeneous explosives is
hydrodynamic flow. The correlation of initiation properties
physical
with aurfacc’nrca~ particle size, dcnulty and otnor
pimopcrtiescm be i]~tl~rpc/rtwi
as the nrce:;saryconsuquerlccof
and onu does not need to Invoke transport
n hydrodynamic mcchnni:;rn
m~chaninms.
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As we have previowiy

muntioncd,
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the

of practi;al
interest
a shock
are still unknown. Those attc~ptin: to investiflate
initiation problem should concentrate first on the hydrodynamics
cf the problem and then aad”transport or material properties
as needed.
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